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II THE TRINITY TABLET 
AUTOMOBILES 
Electric - Gasoline 
The only practical Automobile for a large class of pleasure drivers. Best for run• 
about service, for varied business uses, for physicians, for 
calling and social functions. 
RUNABOUTS. SURREYS, TONNEAUS, DELIVERY WAGONS, VICTORIAS, CABRIOLETS. 
BROUGHAMS. TRUCKS. 
Write for new 24-page Catalogue, illustrating and de-
scribing 17 different Columbia Automobiles for all require-
ments. Special Booklet about Broughams. Look through 
our Factory and Repository. Visitors always welcome. 
Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn. 
100 Broadway, New York. UZI Mfchl&an Ave., Chicago. 
t3est fbasfo.ora.n± 
In the City. 
A. E . IION~E, 
LIVERY, 
141-2 Church St, M. R. MUZZY, "The Belmont," 
Regular Meals 25 Cents Each. 
Seasonable Jewelry. 
.Solitaire Diamond Rings, 
Diamond Pendants, 
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Link Buttons, 
Lockets, Fobs, Hat Pins, 
IN NEW AND CHOICE DESIGNS. 
HENRY KOHN & SONS, 
8,ewelers, 
890 .Jyts.i n Street, 3{ artford, [.onn.. 
Telephone Connection. HARTFORD, CONN. 
HAVE you ever thought that Good Printing, 
Fine Printing, Cheap Printing, Expensive Print-
ing, which ever you wish to pay for is done at 
GEER'S DIRECTORY OFFICE 
BY 
THE HARTFORD PRINTING CO. 
and while we are not very large and are exceed-
ingly modest, we have been engaged in this 
Book, Job and Card Printing for 65 years, at 
16 State Street. 
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LEVERETT BELKNAP. GEO. F. WARFIELD. 
Belknap & Warfield, 
BOOKSELLERS & STATIONERS 
TRINITY TEXT BOOKS 
ALWAYS IN STOCK. 
77 and 79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
FAN SYSTEM 
For Heating and Ventilating 
SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, Etc., 
IS OUR SPECIALTY. 
LIBBY & BLINN, 
164 STATE STREET, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
THE MELLEN & HEWES CQ., 
726 Main Street, Waverly Building, 
Importers and Dealers in • 
JrINE CHINA, 
BRIC-A-BR AC. 
CUT GLASS, 
LAMP GOODS. 
Wedding Presents a Specialty. 
S, STEINER, W, F, 'COX, Mgr, C, STERN, 
Trinity Students' Favorite. 
Imported N urn burger and Pilsner &ers. 
5. Steiner Cf ~e's, 
Regular Dinner 
aad 11 111 Carte. 
C!:afe, 
25 and 29 Temple St., 
Hartford, Conn. 
Prescriptions Accurately lPrepared. 
JOHN W. SERVICE, 
Druggist, 
243 Park Street, Hartford, Conn. 
'11 fl!-((?/~!J/Y -
Z ..;,J}!)- PHARMACY~ 
..._ i._•... . •• • ... ~ , t • 
• !,~ ........ . • "f"i • • t I • 
Keeps everything you need in the line of 
Pure Drugs. Paten1 M, <Heines, Toilet ArticJefil, etc 
If you would be 
Well Dressed 
Have your Clothes 
Made to Order. 
Then you get that individuality of 
style that marks the well dressed man. 
MODERATE PRICES. 
.1. B fisylnm.. Street, 
Hartford, Conn. 
Entirely New Designed---
Bar ber Shop. 
WM. R. LESLIE, 
Fixtures Louis 18th Dressers. 22 State Street. 
Six Artiats in attendance. 
THE CAPITOL 
Pool and Billiard Parlors, 
ASYLUM STREET, . 
Opposite Allyn House. 
The Largest and Finest in New England. 
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Trinity Pins 
and Novelties 
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS. 
Designs and estimates furni shed 
for Badges and Society Pins. 
'fhe Ernst .Schall Bump.any:, 
---11 Jewelers and Silversmz'ths, ~---
941 Main Street. 
"The Heublein " 
' HAR T F ORD, CONN. 
At the Junction of Lewis, Wel ls and Trumbull Streets, 
FAClNG B USHNE LL PARK. 
EUROPEAN Electric Bus connecting 
PLAN. wit h trains. 
4-l!BENSTEIN, 
THE CATERER, 
WEDDIN GS, DINNERS and 
RECEPTIONS supplied with every requisite. 
REST AURANT BEST IN STATE. 
805 Main Street, - • - • Hartford, Conn. 
Prompt Work. 
. ~ 
Pt~T STORE: 
... .. 
684 MAIN . ST. , 
1-,4RTF ORD. c oNN · 
PICTURE FRAMES, ENGRAVINGS, · 
WATER COLORS, ETCHINGS, 
PASTELLS, MIRRORS . 
COTRELL & LEONARD 
ALBANY, N. Y. 
(472 and 474 Broadway.) 
INT&lt-COLL&GIATII: MAICll:ltS OF 
Caps, Gowns and Hoods 
Class contracts a specialty. 
PAJlTICULARS UPON APPLICA.TIOH. 
C. B. BOARDMAN, 
Hack, Livery# Boarding Stable, 
No. 356 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 
Admiral Cafe. 
SCHILTZ, MILWAUKEE, BURTON AND 
BASS FROM THE WOOD. 
M. B. SM 1 TH, P,-oprittor. 
HARRY 5, BOND'S GAFt, 
232 Asylum Street, Hartford, Cotlll. 
')Jielsh E,arebits, -t,obster.s, funches. 
I CATER TO THE STUDENTS. 
·· ··· ········· ······ COLUMBIA DISC---············--
G rap h Op h O ll e 
Made in three types selling at 
$15, $20 and $30 
THE BEST DISC MACHINE ON THE MARKET 
ENTERTAINS EVERYBODY EVERYWHERE 
Use Flat Indestructible Records 
which can be handled without 
danger of being injured 
The reproductions are LOUD, 
CLEAR and BRILLIANT 
7-inch Records 50 cents each; $5 per dozen 
10-inch Records $Leach; $10 per dozen 
The Gra;phophone and Columbia Records were a.warde4 
Grand Prize at the Paris Exposition ot 1900 
Columbia Phonograph Co., 
98 Chambers St., New York 
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HARf, 
SGHAFFN~R 
& MARX 
Suits, Overcoats, and Rain Coats, 
Can be found only in Hartford at our store, 
The College Man appreciates the 
.style, fit and general character 
of STEIN,, BLOCH Tailor Made, 
Ready-to-Wear Clothes, 
We' re the distributers. 
FIRST-CLASS HATS AND F URNISHINGS 
TO CORRESPOND. 
"IT PAYS 
TO BUY 
OUR KIND." 
HORSFALL & 
ROTHSCHILD, 
OUTFITTERS, HARTFORD 
DOWER & COSGROVE, 
Goon CLOTHES FOR MEN. 
Hatters and Furnishers, 
CUSTOM TAILORI~G. CUSTOM SHIRTS 
26 AND 28 ASYLUM STREET. 
College SPRING SUITINGS 
Men? N ow B EADY 
AT MODERATE PRIC:ES. 
COHEN & GA TTY, 
Tailor Establishment, 
815 Main St., opp. City Hall. 
J. J. ANDERSEN, Manager. 
Willis & Wilson, 
115 to 119 Asylum Street. 
Summar Shirts. _ _....,. __  
Our showing of Light-weight Shirts this 
season surpasses all previous efforts in style, 
quality, make, and price economy. You can 
stock yourself here equally as well as at the 
regular ot:fitter's store, and we can save you 
money. 
White Negligee Shirts, in pleated or 
plain, at 48c , $1.00 and $1.60 
Colored Negligee Shirts of Woven Madre.a 
also Printed London Lawns, etc .• etc., plain 
or pleated, at 48c., 69c., $1.00 and up to 81.16 
Savoy, Monarch and Cluett Shirts of all 
styles at lowest prices. 
BROWN, THOMSON & CO. 
~ CHARLES H. BELL, .;1, 
639 Main Street. 
• • lDruggiat. • • 
EVERYT:S::IN'G FIRST CL.ASS, 
Stoddard & Caulkins, 
Q!onfrarfors anb 
JSuilb:er_s . . . . . 
Cabinet Work, Interior Finish, 
and General Jobbing. 
Junction Charter Oak and 
T,redendale A venues, ..• HARTFORD, CONN. 
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CLASS 
OF '93. 
"The Class of '93 is already making plans 
for its Decennial Celebration this June. Members 
of the Class should write to C. C. Barton, Jr., 
82 Devonshire Street, Boston, at their earliest 
convenience." 
The Trinity Tablet, (May 2, 1903.) 
DO IT l\TOW! 
For the past four issues I've used a valuable page in THE TABLET to remind you 
of our coming Decennial and to solicit your aid in mak1ng the affair a success-by 
getting every one of the '98 men back. 
"To gild refined gold, to paint the lily, 
To throw perfume on the violet, 
To smooth the ice, or add another hue 
Unto the rainbow, or with taper light 
To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to garnish, 
Is wasteful and ridiculous excess." 
But I will just once more bring the Decennial subject .to your attention for the 
Class needs the individual help of every member for its success. 
When I brought to your attention, in THE TABLET'S last issue, the matter of per-
sistency, I also reminded you that I alone could not carry every one back to college in 
June. I wish I could, for we must have every one of the Class together at College then. 
" PERSEVERANCE IS MORE PREY AILING THAN VIOLENCE" 
however, and if you'll only persist in getting back you'll win out, and get here. 
Consider Joshua, of Bible times. He was told that if he assembled his army and 
marched around the walls of Jerico seven times the w~lls would fall. He did it and the 
walls fell as flat as a pancake at the seventh round. This was persistency. There 
wasn't a crack in the walls at the sixth round, or at the third lap of the seventh round. 
Joshua accomplished results because he not only persisted, but persisted in the right 
plan, right way, and right time. He might have marched around the walls ofiGil-gal 
or Beersheba until the crack of doom and there would be "nothin' doin' ." He might 
also have made one heat and then waited a month before making another and thus!got 
in the requisite number of times and still never have conquered the city. Joshua just 
wouldn't be joshed concerning persistency. 
PLAN TO OET BACK. PERSIST IN DOINO SO. 
YOU WILL BE FULLY REPAID. 
Yours cordially, 
B. A., '93. 
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EDITORIALS 
WE undergraduates must indeed be lacking in spirit if, after the 
rousing communications from our alumni published in the 
last number of the TABLET, we do not in some way show that their 
words have taken root in good soil. They have shown us that our 
college is advancing, slowly, to be sure. But the constant agitation 
for better conditions, although deplorable in some respects, is a 
"sign of the times'' in the histoi:y of Trinity. Our alumni are 
backing us in every way. They have always been enthusiastic, but 
now a marked increase in their activity gives us an opportunity to 
make great strides toward the realization of our hopes. They can-
not do all they wish without our co-operation any more than we can 
without theirs. When we become alumni we will undoubtedly feel 
increased zeal and ferver toward our Alma Mater. We will then 
recognize the power that lies in the hands of the undergraduates 
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and we will regret the inactivity and the lost opportunities of our 
college days. Indeed the seniors have given unmistakable evidence 
of their interest and loyalty. But why should we not cultivate this 
spirit at our earlier stage? Juniors, what possibilities there are• for 
next year's senior class? You will be at the top of the college lad-
der which leads to regions, which everyone must in great measure 
discover for himself. . Before your disappearance there you will 
make a stand. All below will naturally imitate your position. Thus 
you are a powerful influence on the history of those who follow 
you. which is also the history of the college. Sophomores, make 
your stand fully as strong as that of your predecessors, and where 
occasion offers improve: And so to the successive classes. This is 
so far theory, and how can it be practised? In no other way than 
by sacrifice of your inclinations. In no other way can the college's 
interests be joined to the individuals. There is a fellow who should 
join the debating club. Of course he must sacrifice time which he 
could spend in his personal interests. He has good form and should 
try for the two-mile race. Then he must sacrifice many habits of 
pleasure to himself and much time. He thinks he must devote this 
time to more personal interests. But a man cannot live profitably 
or happily entirely in his own interest. He must and does more or 
less sacrifice himself to the community, country, or world. 4nd 
truly is not the partial sacrifice which we must make of ourselves 
for the good of the college only a type of the sacrifice which we 
must make of ourselves later on to the world if we receive good in 
return? Likewise our college can only do us good in such measure 
as we make to her our sacrifice of time and labor. 
* * 
-K· 
AFTER a recent baseball game the Hartford papers, in editorial 
and other columns, came forward and, figuratively speaking, 
patted Trinity on the back. This was as pleasant as it was unex-
pected for it may mark the end of a smoldering feeling of enmity 
which has for a long time existed between town and gown. True, 
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Hartford society has thrown open its doors to us in a way that we 
fully appreciate, but the majority of Hartford people, including the 
editors of the papers, have seemed ready to sing the praises of any 
college in the country except Trinity. The remedy for this appar-
ent ill-will lies with both sides. The newspapers, as above men-
tioned, seemed to have made beginnings for the city and something 
must be done for the college. A good way to begin would be to 
increase the college items in the papers, to give a glee club concert, 
which might become a regular society event, in some hall in town, 
to advertise more widely all college games and other happenings 
and in general never let Hartford forget, as they seem to have done, 
where Trinity College is situated. 
* * * 
ALTHOUGH the two main branches of athletics have been well 
supported this spring, the form which is availa~le to every-
one, whether he can make the baseball or track team has been 
neglected. Tennis has for the last few · years been supported, and 
we have, thanks largely to Prof. Robb's generosity, three very good 
courts. They were well laid out some time ago and have a good 
foundation, but in order to be kept up they need continual atten-
tion. Thus far a very small number have joined the association, 
not enough to pay for the necessary work. Surely there are more 
than a dozen men who have time to play. Two-thirds of the col-
lege are not working for the regular teams, and it is for these that 
the courts are laid out. It is certainly the duty of everyone who 
can play or who wishes to learn, to join the association and at least 
enter in the annual tournament which will be held shortly. 
.. 
LOST TREASURE 
, , HELLO, Perk! going do~n t~wn?" 
''Yes." 
"You look as happy and cordial as an Egyptian mummy. 
What's the trouble? You aren't really angry because I left you 
and roomed with Tompkins?" 
"No, no. Goodness, no!" said Perkins, brightening up. "I 
told you I didn't care. Good night!" 
Perkins turned and disappeared down the college walk. He 
had left a purse in his collar drawer that afternoon, and when he 
returned it was gone. It was on a mission in connection with this 
inGident that he had started and incidentally met Burton. 
Burton was one of those quiet, innocent appearing individuals 
who looked harmless enough. He thought of the key which he had 
forgotten to return to the janitor when he had changed room-mates. 
An idea occurred to him. He hurried upstairs and soon returned 
with a large tin pail full of water. He then unlocked the door, 
lighted the gas, and cleverly hung a pail from a picture-hook over 
the lintel. Then he arranged so that, by pulling a string, he could 
thoroughly sprinkle the budding intellect of his ex-room-mate. 
* * * * * * * 
Professor Short had seated himself for the evening in his quiet 
apartment and was thinking over the events of the day. He remem-
bered Perkins' story with great regret. Perkins was a good scholar 
and had made a close friend of th_e big-hearted instructor. He had 
spoken only to Professor Short concerning his misfortune and had 
been .advised first to inform the police and, if he failed of help there, 
to come to him again. But he might need money while the police 
were at work. 
The Professor had a way of meditating aloud. He usually 
began a sentence on G-Sharp and ended in a deep, hardly-intel-
ligible grunt. He slowly blew a stream of tobacco smoke into the 
air and began to tune up: "Um, um! Well, now, I can scarcely 
contemplate the financial embarrassment of such an excellent scholar 
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as Mr. Perkins with the same barbaric composure with which Nero 
watched the fiery destruction of the Eternal City. I consider that 
it behooves me, in view of these distressing considerations to be~ake 
myself to the apartment of that young gentleman and· offer him 
such immediate assistance as may seem opportune." 
After finishing his speech with express-train speed, he shook 
his head in a satisfied manner, cleared his throat loudly and started 
toward Perkins' room. 
"Poor fellow!" thought the generous man as he approached the 
door, '' he is trying to drown his sorrow in silent study. I will 
just push the door open and walk quietly in." 
This course of action was gladly welcomed by the expectant son 
of Belial ·who had been squatting for half an hour in a very painful 
position. With wicked foresight he had calculated to invoke the 
blessing of Jupiter Pluvius on the head of his former 'room-mate 
just as soon as the door was opened. By the descent of that divinity 
from his copious tin Olympus he felt that his friend would not only 
be inspired to run forward a little, but would be somewhat blinded, 
and so give him time to dodge out of the door before being caught. 
The theory was excellent and worked exactly as expected. The 
door opened,-of course the view of the bather was shut off from 
the operator by the intervening door-, the string was pulled and 
the natural result followed. During the rather extensive splutter 
that occurred while Burton was rudely leaving the room, he had a 
chance to see who the visitor was who so carelessly left his mackin-
to~h behind. Realizing that if his new methods of irrigation were 
laid before the faculty, they might not meet with the approval of 
that body, he thoughtfully locked the door and then made a record 
sprint to Wisely's room. While he was retreating from the scene 
of action, the victim was trying to collect his freshened ideas into 
some definite form. Beginning at the top of the scale he began 
again: 
"Um, um! Well, now, that is a most outrageous piece of trick-
ery to be perpetrated by a gentleman and a student of,St. Andrew's 
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College. Not only might the malicious contriver of this affair be 
the designer of this infamous ambush laid for a fellow student, but 
in all likelihood he is the detestable robber of said student's hard-
earned resources. If he had not locked me within these walls I 
might have followed and apprehended him." 
The wretched man of learning walked to Perkins' bed-room, 
hastily took off his coat and put on Perkins' dressing gown. He 
was about to proceed to wrap himself in a quilt, which was lying 
on the bed, when the lock of the door snapped and a ·voice said 
quietly : '' Step in, Mr. Brown; you will find the room just as I 
left it." The unfortunate instructor quickly stepped toward the 
door with the quilt still over his arm. 
A man in plain, citizen's clothes advanced toward him and said 
in a low voice: "Speak a word, sir, and you'll be sorry;" and 
then, displaying a detective's badge, '' don't you dare me>ve or I'll-
you petty sneak-thief, you. You aren't content to steal a man's 
money; you've got to walk off with the very things that cover him 
when he sleeps. What in the world you made this mess of water 
for beats me. You scoundrel, you ! " 
Dazed and angry, the Professor watched the detective move 
about the room in silence. '' Come on,'' he said at last, and stepped 
toward the door. 
During the investigation a little knot of men had gathered out-
side. One of these, the manager of one of the teams, was a careless, 
happy-go-luck fellow who did not see any impropriety in walking 
into somebody else's room, taking what was wanted and then telling 
about it afterward. · 
"Say, Perk,'' he said, "who was the lad you let in your room 
just now?'' 
" .By the way, that reminds me, I went in your room to-day. I 
wanted to borrow something to pay for railroad tickets for the team. 
I found all I needed in your drawer and took it. Well, you needn't 
turn so white, you goose! Y~u can have your money whenever 
you want it!" 
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"Oh ! ah ! That's all right ; sure ! Glad you did ! '' 
Perkins disappeared in the room. 
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"What's the matter with the man, anyhow," broke in Wisely 
as he watched Perkins go away, "he walks as if he were drunk." 
"Heavens! Guess Longey's been testing the efficacy of the 
doctrine of immersion," broke in another, as Professor Short came 
out of the door. 
"Go on, you lunatic," broke in Burton from th_e rear; "can't 
you see the man has hired a barber to give him a shampoo?" 
'' The barber looks as if he hadn't got his quarter yet,'' put in 
some one else. "See the way he hangs on to the old gentleman, 
and Longey's as polite as a Jew ! " 
'' Look at the lad talking with Perk ! Perk looks as happy as 
an army mule ! " 
" How's that for profanity ,-but he's going." 
'' The detective walked frowningly away and Professor Short 
returned to his room. He threw himself into his Morris chair and 
sat quietly smoking his pipe for a long time, and then remarked : 
"Um! um! Well, now, I tell you, extraordinary occurrences 
are most certain to take place consequent upon the fickle idiosyn-
cracies and humors of the nature of man." 
James Hardin George. 
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS 
'J" HE last of the special lectures in Alumni Hall this season was given 
on Tuesday evening, May 5, by the Rev. Edward Everett Hale, 
D.D., of Boston, on "The Northern Leaders in the Civil War." The 
hall was crowded and many were unable to find seats. President Smith 
introduced the speaker, who spoke in part as follows: "Being frequently 
asked the meaning of the Loyal Legion button, which many of us still 
wear, I am led this evening, in a few words, to explain to you the events 
which this button commemorates. The Civil War began in 1861 and 
ended in April, 1865. The chief characteristic of the period just pre-
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ceding the war was the utter lack of preparation for it. We find Massa-
chusetts the first State that appropriated anything for the war, giving 
$20,000, which she supposed would cover her war debt, but how this shows 
the inconceivability of the people when we realize that the total debt was 
something near $3,000,000,000. Among the first leaders we find Benjamin 
F. Butler, a man whom I knew well, a man of great ability and character. 
His eagerness for military achievements led him on, and he was prominent 
throughout the Civil War. Another man who, although greatly under-
estimated by the people, was of noble ~haracter, was Charles Sumner. A 
Massachusetts man, he was not only popular in his native State, but through-
out the country. General Grant, whom Owen Wister, in his biography, 
shows up so well, was at all times a truly honest man. A helpmate of 
Lincoln, a man of force and determination, he was at all times of vast ser-
v~ce to his country. Abraham Lincoln is too well known to need any 
introduction. I remember him with marked vividness, especially on the 
occasion of his bearing General Grant's famous dispatch into a room in 
Washington. Even in the most dangerous times of the war, he appeared 
at all times calm, and always cordial and hopeful." 
A meeting of the Senior Honorary Society was held in 10 Jarvis Hall, 
on Monday evening, May 11, and Harold C. Van \Veelden was elected a 
member. 
The picture of the Sophomore Driving Club was taken at Randall's on 
Tuesday afternoon, May 5. 
At a meeting of the Senior Class, held on May 1, the following 
officers were elected for Class Day: President, Philip Safford Clarke; 
presentor, Percival Hawtree Bradin; orator, Theophilus Minton Syphax; 
statistician, Arthur Chadwell Short; poet, Hervey Boardman Vander-
bogaft; historian, Reeve Huntington Hutchinson; chairman of committee 
on committees, Harry Clifford Golden; treasurer, Ora Wilfred Craig. 
The chairman on committees has appointed the following: Class Day: 
Clarke, chairman; Craig, Meyer, Morgan, Short, Thomas, Trenbath. 
Reception: Brigham, chairman; Bradin, Hutchiuson, Trenbath, Trum-
bull. Invitation: Johnson, chairman; Bruce, Hutchinson. Finance: Van 
Weelden, chairman; Thomas, Vanderbogart. Photograph: Bradin, 
chairman; Garvif!., Short. Dramatics: Short, Clarke, Larcher. 
The usual lectures on "Hygeine" were delivered to the Sophomores and 
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Freshmen by Prof. Edwards, at the first hour every morning during the 
week beginning May 4. The lectures were accompanied by lantern slides 
and were most interesting. 
The competition to speak at Commencement was held in the Greek 
room on Saturday morning, May 2, and resulted in the appointment of 
Robei:t Wight Trenbath, of Somerville, New Jersey. · The other speakers 
will be Harry Clifford Golden, of Kittanning, Pa., valedictorian; Henry 
Louis Godlove Meyer, of St. Louis, Mo., salutatorian; and Samuel St. 
John Morgan, of Hartford, honor oration. 
An interesting lecture on "Evolution" was given by Prof. Edwards, 
in the parish house of Trinity Church, on Thursday evening, April 80. 
Dr. Babbitt, who was threatened with appendicitis, resumed his classes 
this week. 
Prof. Perkins, of the Physics department, returned from his wedding 
tour on April 28. Many of the students attended a reception to meet Mrs. 
Perkins at their home on Forest street, on Friday afternoon, May 8. 
The annual lectures on "Constitutional Law" were given to the 
Seniors by Sidney G. Fisher, '79, during the first week in May. Dr. 
Fisher also delivered an address on "Colonial Claims of Pennsylvania and 
Connecticut" before the Connecticut Historical Society, on Tuesday even-
ing, May 5. 
Prof. Ferguson hac;; been chosen a member of the Park Board Com-
missioners. 
The 1902-1903 basket-ball picture was taken on Friday, May 1, and 
included the following men: H. C. Van Weelden, '03, captain; P. H. 
Bradin, '03, manager; T. M. Syphax, '03; H. P. Brigham, '03; E. C. 
Thomas, '03; E. L. Duffee, '05; C. F. Clement, '05; G.D. Bowne, '06, 
and T. E. Rehr, '06. 
At a meeting of the basket-ball squad, held on Tuesday, May 5, Edward 
F. Duffee, '05, of Fall River, Mass., was unanimously chosen captain for 
next year, and Garret D. Bowne, '06, of Hartford, manager. 
At a meeting of the Athletic Association, held on April 25, R. M. 
Ewiqg, '05, was elected assistant base-ball manager. 
The victory over Syracuse University was celebrated in the evening by 
a large bon-fire at the east end of the campus. 
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At the regular meeting of the Missionary Society, held on Monday 
evening, April 27, the members listened to a most interesting and instruc-
tive address by Dr. Thomas Jays, of London, England, on ·missionary 
work among the natives in Western Africa. Dr. Jays discussed vividly 
his labors among the people there, giving a good idea of their manners and 
customs. He described their methods and beliefs in regard to medicine 
and healing powers, and the vast amount of work there was to be done 
among them. 
Prof. Honey addressed the members of St. Andrew's Brotherhood, in 
the Latin room, on Monday evening. 
The last of the special preachers at chapel, for the academic year, will 
be the Rt. Rev. Boyd Vincent, S. T. D., bishop coajutor of Southern 
Ohio, who will preach op Sunday, May 31. 
ATHLETICS 
HARTFORD 15, TRINITY 6 
TUESDAY, April 28, Hartford and Trinity played a matinee perfor-
mance entitled, " Please, Go 'vVay and Let Me Sleep," with Trinity 
getting all the honor as stars. 
As a curtain raiser the umpire announced to the three highly edified 
people on the grand stand, the batteries. Then the play commenced, with 
Trinity in the field. Hine threw up four wide ones and Donovan walked. 
Bergen struck at three, which came over the plate, and sat down; mean-
while Donovan got around to third on two wild pitches. Sullivan knocked 
out a two-bagger, scoring Donovan. Manley went out, and then Morrison 
hit a ball to left, which Grange successfully dodged. Kelly made a hit, 
scoring Sullivan, and Duffee and Brigham rubbed butter on their hands, 
so that when the smoke blew away Hartford had scored five runs. 
Trinity sent five men to bat in her half of the first inning, but nothing 
came of it. 
Hartford added four more runs to the second. Hine's arm dropped 
peacefully to sleep aft~r six men had come up, and Grange was called in. 
Morgan ended the inning by a fine double play. 
Trinity got three of the runs back. Duffee poked out a hit. Syphax 
flew out, then Bradin, Grange and Hine each received a free pass, Duffee 
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being forced in. Morgan connected with a single, Bradin and Grange 
scoring. Townsend hit to second, Hine being retired at the plate on the 
play and Brigham closed the inning by fouling out. 
From this time on the game grew slower and slower as the players one 
after another dropped off to slumberland, until nothing was heard but the 
soft and mellow twittering of birds, and the mutterings of Townsend who 
was having a troubled dream. A shriek was heard from the bleachers, 
but it was only a Hartford "fan" dreaming that Hartford was back in 
the Eastern League. With two out in the last inning and two strikes on 
him, some one woke Duffee up, and he protested by sending the ball out 
for two bases. Syphax and Bradin played following the leader, each get-
ting a hit, and two runs came in. Hartford had added six runs to her 
score, making the final score 15-6 in her favor. 
The game was a slo~ one in every respect, no life being shown at any 
time and Trinity's work on the bases was very poor. Score: 
HARTFORD AB R lB PO A E 
Donovan, s. s., 3 2 1 1 8 1 
Bergen, 3b., 5 
Sullivan, 2b, 5 
2 0 1 0 0 
2 2 2 2 0 
Manley, r. f., 5 
Morrison, c. f., 5 
1 1 1 0 0 
3 3 1 0 1 
Kelley, 1. f., 4 
Thomas, lb., 5 
2 2 0 0 0 
2 2 9 0 0 
Ryan, c ., 4 
Maroney, p., 4 
1 1 12 0 1 
0 0 0 6 2 
------ ----
Totals, 40 
Score by innings : 
Hartford, 
Trinity, 
15 12 27 11 5 
1 
5 
0 
TRINITY AB R 
Hine, p., 1. f., 3 1 
Morgan, c. f., 5 0 
Townsend, 3b., 4 0 
Brigham, lb., 5 0 
Allen, 2b., 5 0 
Duffee, r. f., 5 2 
Sypha..--.c, s. s., 5 1 
Bradin, c., 4 1 
Grange, 1. f., p., 4 1 
Totals, 40 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
4 1 1 0 4 
3 0 1 0 0 
lB PO A E 
2 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
0 2 2 2 
0 11 0 1 
1 0 4 0 
3 1 0 1 
3 0 3 · 2 
1 9 1 1 
0 0 3 0 
11 24 14 8 
7 8 9 
0 0 x-15 
0 0 2- 6 
Two-base hits, Su1liva n, Morrison, Duffee. Sacrifice hits, Townsend, Kelley. 
Struck out, by Maroney 10, by Hine 2, by Grange 7. Bases on balls, by Maroney 4, 
by Hine 2. Wild pitches, by Hine 2. Passed balls, Bradin 2. Double play, Morgan to 
Townsend. Stolen bases, Donovan 2, Sullivan, Manley, Kelley, Thomas 2, Bradin. 
Umpire, Kennedy . . 
TRINITY 7, HARTFORD THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL 1 
Wednesday, April 29, Trinity took the Theological Seminary team into 
camp, without much trouble, to the tune of 7-1. 
Townsend pitched his first home game and did not need to exert him-
self to any extent; he was finely supported by Bradin. Trinity played 
well and showed much improvement in base running. 
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The "Theologs," with a patched-up team, played a ~redible game, but 
could do nothing with Townsend's benders. Mann was again in harness 
and quickened up the work of the infield. 
The game started with Trinity in the field. Eddy went out, Townsend 
to Brigham. Butterfield struck out, and Seabury went out on a sharp hit 
to Brigham. For Trinity, Hine led off with a hit and scored on some wild 
throwing by the "Theologs'" infield. Morgan sent out a two-bagger. 
Townsend reached second on Seabury's error, Morgan scoring, and To,wn-
send later scored on a passed ball. 
Hartford again only sent three men to bat. Trinity added two more 
runs to her score. Duffee tripled and scored on a passed ball. Syphax 
singled, stole second and scored on Bradin's hit to right. Hine reached 
first on Eddy's error and then the star play of the game occurred. Morgan, 
in attempting to sacrifice, popped up a fly which Kilborn caught, the latter 
threw to first before Hine could get back, and Lovell- in turn threw to 
Seabury, completing a brilliant triple play. Trinity scored again in the 
fourth and fifth. 
Hartford got her single run in the eighth on a combination of two hits, 
a steal and error. Score : 
TRINITY .A.B R lB PO A. E H.T. S., AB R lB PO .A. B 
Hine, r. f., 4 1 1 0 1 0 Eddy, 3b., 4 0 1 1 2 1 
Morgan, c. f., 4 1 2 1 0 0 Butterfield, r. f., 4 0 0 1 1 0 
Townsend, p., 4 1 0 2 5 0 Seabury, s. s. 2 0 1 4 4 1 
Mann, 3b., 4 0 2 2 0 0 Barker, p., 3 0 0 0 3 1 
Brigham, lb., 4 1 1 9 1 1 Goodsell, 1. f., 3 0 0 2 0 1 
Allen, 2b., 4 0 1 2 1 0 Lovell, lb., 2 0 0 7 1 2 
Duffee, I. f., 4 1 1 1 0 0 Berg, c. f., 3 0 0 2 0 0 
Syphax, s. s., 3 2 2 2 2 2 Roberts, 2b., 3 0 1 0 1 1 
Bradin, c., 3 0 1 5 1 0 Kilborn, c., 3 1 0 4 1 0 
Totals, 34 7 11 24 11 3 Totals, 27 1 3 21 13 7 
Score by innings: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Trinity, 3 2 . 0 1 1 0 0 x-7 
H. T. S., 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 
· Three-base hit, Duffee. Two-base hits, Morgan 2. Struck out, by Townsend 4, by 
Barker 2. Bases on balls, by Townsend 1. Wild pitch, Barker. Passed balls, Kilborn 
3. Triple play, Kilborn to Lovell to Seabury. Umpire, Grange, Trinity. 
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WEST POINT 12, TRINITY 3 
Saturday, May 2, Trinity was defeated by the Cadets at West Point 
12-3. West Point played better In the field and hit more oppor-
tunely than Trinity, which tells the story of the game. Score: 
WEST POINT AB R 1B PO A E TRINITY AB R lB PO A E 
Winston, c. f., 5 2 1 1 0 0 Duffee, 1. f., 5 1 2 4 0 0 
Rockwell, r. f., 5 2 1 0 0 0 Morgan, c. f., 5 1 0 1 0 1 
Whipple, I. f., 6 1 1 0 0 0 Townsend, 3b., 3 1 0 1 1 1 
Graves, c., 5 0 2 13 0 0 Mann, s. s., 5 0 2 2 2 1 
Hackett, lb., 4 1 2 8 0 0 Brigham, 1 b., 4 0 2 6 2 1 
Gardner, 2b., 5 1 1 2 3 0 Allen, 2b '. . 4 0 2 1 1 0 
Cooper, 3b., 4 1 1 2 2 0 Syphax, r. f., 3 0 2 1 0 0 
Herring, s. s., 4 2 2 1 2 1 Bradin, c., 2 0 0 10 0 1 
Carter, p., 4 2 2 0 1 1 Grange, p., 4 0 0 1 1 1 
Totals, 46 12 13 27 8 2 Totals, 35 3 10 27 7 6 
Hc1me run, Hackett. Three-base hit, Rockwell. Two-base bits, Duffee, Mann 2, . 
Carter. Bases on balls, off Grange 5, off Carter 1. Hit by pitched ball, by Grange 1, 
by Carter 1. Wild pitch, Grange. 
TRINITY 10, SYRACUSE 4 
Thursday, May 7th, Trinity broke up Syracuse's winning streak, on 
the Trinity grounds, in a most decided fashion, by the score of 10-4. 
Previous to this game Syracuse had won nine straight. 
Trinity played well in every department, fielding finely, batting well 
and taking advantage of every chance on the bases. Tow.nsend served up 
the ball in fine style, using a very clever change of pace. He was finely 
supported by Bradin, who, besides doing clever work in catching fouls, 
threw superbly-to bases. 
Syracuse played well up to the fifth inning, when they were run off 
their feet by Trinity. 
The game was very late in starting, as it rained the first part of the 
afternoon, play being called a few minutes after five o'clock, with 
Syracuse at the bat. Boyd went out on a liner to Morgan. House reached 
first on Mann's error, but was doubled, when Baker put up a fly to Bradin. 
Trinity got one run in her half. Duffee reached second when Boyd dropped 
his fly. Morgan flew out. Townsend hit to centre, sending Duffee home. 
Brigham hit to short, doubling Townsend. The second went by without 
a run for either side. 
Syracuse tied the score in the third. Moore commenced the inning by 
striking out. Boyd bunted, and Brigham dropped a quick throw from 
Townsend. House flew out, then Baker and Henderson singled, sending 
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Boyd home. Townsend sent up three deceivers to Heffernan, closing the 
inning. The score remained a tie up to the fifth. Boyd led off with a hit 
and went around to third on House's sacrifice, Mann dropping Brigham's 
throw to head him off. Baker followed with a drive to right, scoring 
Boyd. The next two were easy outs. 
In her half of the fifth, Trinity forged ahead. Syphax got mixed up 
with one of Boland's shoots, stole second, and came in on Bradin's single; 
the latter hit was just as good as a home run, for, on a poor return to the 
plate, Bradin reached third and came home when Boland tried to hit the 
left field fence on the fly. Although Morgan worked in a single, the other 
three men went out. 
Syracuse went Trinity one better. Dunomy hit to right. Rutherford 
pocketed a pass and both moved up when Boland hit to Townsend. Moore 
went out Allen to Brigham, but Boyd sent them in on a hit to centre. 
House put his team in the field again by striking out. 
When Trinity came to bat the merry-go-round started; each man picked 
his favorite animal and had a fine ride. Brigham started, when House got 
tangled up with his grounder. Mann connected with a two-bagger to 
right, scoring Brigham. Allen put up a fly back of second, which Hender-
son dropped. Syphax hit to left, Mann and Allen scoring. Bradin was hit. 
Hine struck out. Duffee reached first on House's error, Syphax and Bradin 
scoring. Morgan walked and Townsend cleared the bases with a two-
bagger. Brigham reached first for a second time, getting hit; then the 
music commenced to slow down and Mann and Allen dropped off and the 
ride was over, with seven runs to Trinity's credit. The umpire called the 
game as the sun could not be found, and Trinity had won 10-4. Score: 
TRINITY AB R lB PO A E SYRACUSE AB R ln PO A E 
Duffee, l. f., 4 2 0 0 0 0 Boyd, l. f., 4 2 2 1 0 1 
Morgan, c. f., 3 1 1 2 0 0 House, 3b., 3 0 0 0 2 2 
Townsend, p., 4 0 2 1 2 0 Baker, 2b., 3 0 2 2 1 0 
Brigham, lb., 3 1 0 5 0 1 Henderson, c. f., 3 0 1 2 0 1 
Mann, 3b., 4 1 3 0 1 2 Heffernan, lb., 3 0 1 6 0 0 
Allen, 2b., 4 1 · o 2 1 0 Dunomy c., 2 1 1 6 0 0 
Syphax, s. s., 2 2 1 3 0 0 Rutherford, s. s., 1 1 0 0 3 0 
Bradin, c., 2 2 1 5 2 0 Boland, p., 2 0 0 0 1 1 
Hine, r. f., 3 0 0 0 0 0 Moore, r. f., 3 0 0 1 0 0 
Totals, 29 10 8 18 6 3 Totals, 24 4 7 18 7 5 
Score by innings: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Trinity, 1 0 0 0 2 7-10 
Syracuse, 0 0 1 0 1 2- 4 
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Three-base hit, Mann. Two-base hits, Mann, Townsend, Boyd. Sacrifice hits, 
House, Rutherford. Double plays, Bradin to Allen, Rutherford to Baker to Heffernan. 
Stolen bases, Syphax, Morgan, Heffernan. Struck out, by Townsend 4, by Boland 6. 
Bases on balls, off Townsend 3, off Boland 1. Hit by pitched ball, Brigham, Syphax, 
Bradin, Passed ball, Dunomy. Umpire, Beecher. 
HARTFORD 7, TRINITY 4 
Tuesday, May 5, Trinity p~ayed her second game with the Hartford 
State League team, and while she lost by the score of 7-4, much improve-
ment was shown over the first Hartford game. But her base running and 
head work at the bat has still room for improvement. 
Mann was in the points for Trinity and held Hartford well and was 
well backed up, with the exception of one inning, the fifth, when Hartford, 
by free hitting and slow fielding on the part of Trinity, scored four runs 
and clinched the game. 
Trinity had two chances to make runs, once in the fourth and again in 
the eighth, but threw them away . 
. Hartford scored one in the first on Donovan's two-bagger and Roper's 
scratch single. Trinity was unable to do anything until the third, when, 
after two were out, Townsend singled. Mann knocked out a double, send-
ing Townsend in, and Brigham sent :Mann home on a hit to right. Hart-
ford evened up in her half on Luby's triple and Donovan's single. 
The fourth went by without a run for either side. Trinity put herself 
ahead in the fifth, on Townsend's single. Mann sent him to third on 
another hit and he scored on a passed ball. 
Hartford put herself three runs to the good. Luby pushed a hit over 
second, and was sacrificed to second by Donovan. Roper flew out, then four 
hits came in succession, one of which should have been headed off in the 
out field, and four runs · were chalked up. Mann closed the inning by 
striking out Kelley. 
Neither side scored in the sixth, and in the seventh both added one, 
ending the scoring. Grange, who had replaced Hine, popped up an easy 
one which Luby was kind-hearted enough to drop. Morgan placed him 
on second by a clever sacrifice and he came home, after Townsend had 
struck out, when Mann hit to Buttman, who fumbled. Mann was thrown 
out trying for second. Hartford got one run on a hit, passed ball and an 
error. Swartz batted for Grange in the ninth, reached first on a gift, 
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second on a passed ball, but died there as the next three men went out. 
Score: 
HARTFORD AB R 1B PO A E TRiNITY AB R 1B PO A E 
Donovan, s. s., 3 1 2 2 1 0 Hine, r. f., 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Roper, 3b., 4 0 1 1 0 1 Grange, r. f., 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Sullivan, r. f., 4 2 2 0 0 0 *Swartz 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Morrison, c. f., 4 1 1 1 1 0 Morgan, c. f., 4 0 0 2 0 0 
Buttman, 2b., 5 1 1 3 3 1 Townsend, 3b., 5 2 3 0 3 0 
Farnum, lb., 3 0 3 7 0 1 M a nn, p., 5 1 2 1 5 0 
Thomas, 1b., 1 0 0 2 0 0 Brigham, lb., 4 0 2 14. 0 0 
Kelley, 1. f., 4 0 0 0. 0 0 Allen, 9b., 2 0 1 2 1 1 
Connelly. c., 4 0 0 n 4 0 Syphax, s. s., 4 0 0 0 1 1 
Luby, p., 4 2 2 0 3 1 Duffee, 1. f., 4 0 2 0 0 0 
Bradin, c., 4 0 0 5 1 0 
Totals, 35 7 12 27 12 4 Totals, 39 4 10 24 11 2 
*Swartz batted for Grange in the ninth. 
Sco_re by innings : 1 2 .,...3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Hartford, 1 0 1 0 4 0 1 0 x-7 
Trinity, 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0-4 
Three-base bit, Luby. Two-base hits, Donovan, Mann. Sacrifice hits, Morgan, 
Donovan. Stolen bases, Farnum, Allen, Duffee. Struck out, by Luby 11, by Mann 4. 
Passed balls, Connelly 1, Bradin 2. Wild pitch, Luby. Umpire, Kennedy. 
TuFTS 9, TRINITY 3 
Saturday, May 9, Trinity was defeated by Tufts at Medford by the score 
of 9-3. Grange pitched a good game and was well backed up, but runs 
came easier for Tufts than Trinity. 
The new athletic field was opened Saturday, May 2, with the Inter-C_Iass 
games. The games were a success, as good material was shown and many 
new men appearing. Prof. Luther, to whom the field owes its existence, 
started the first race. The prettiest race of the day was the two-mile, Bar-
bour barely beating Hutchinson across the tape in a great sprint at the end. 
The score was: '06-59; '03-45; '05-27; '04-2. 
SUMMARY 
100-Yard Dash-1st, Gateson; 2d, Trumbull; 3d, Thomas. Time, 
10 4-5 sec. 
220-Yard Dash-1st, Bulkley; 2d, Gateson; 3d, Rehr. Time, 28 3-5 sec. 
440-Yard Dash-1st, Goodale; 2d, Bulkley; 3d, Simmons. Time, 58 sec. 
880-Yard Run-1st, Goodale; 2d, Hutchinson; 3d, vVherry. Time, 
2 min., 15 4-6 sec. 
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One-Mile Run-1st, George; 2d, Remsen; 3d, Craig. Time, 5 min., 
17 sec. 
Two-Mile Run-1st, Barbour; 2d, Hutchinson; 3d, Wherry. Time, 
11 min., 40 sec. 
120-Yard Hurdles-1st, Phillips; 2d, Curtis. Time, 19 1-5 sec. 
220-Yard Hurdles-1st, Phillips; 2d, Curtis; 3d, Thomas. Time, 
29 sec. 
Throwing Discus-1st, Bowne; 2d, Trumbull; 3d, Thomas. Distance, 
98 ft. 
Putting 16-Pound Shot-1st, Johnson; 2d, Trumbull; 3d, Short. Dis-
tahce, 82 ft., 5½ in. 
Throwing 16-Pound Hammer-1st, Blakeslee; 2d, 'Short; 3d, Thomas. 
Distance, 86 ft., 10 in. 
Running High Jump-1st, Bowne; 2d, Phillips; 3d, Trumbull. 
Height, 5 ft., 6 in. 
Running Broad Jump-1st, Van Weelden; 2d, Trumbull; 3d, Bowne. 
Distance, 21 ft. 
l>ole Vault-1st, Bowne; 2d, Winston; 3d, Phillips. Height, 8 ft., 4 in. 
THE STROLLER 
QNCE more THE STROLLER asserts that spring is here. You needn't 
believe it unless you want to; but just notice the signs. In the first 
place, the sections are full of mail for the seniors. The '' Getem and St1ckem 
Co." is offering splendid vositions for this summer. Read their circular, 
and send them a fee of $5, and they will tell you of a position you can get 
in Omaha this summer, opening sardines for $3 a ·week. Truly, life never 
seemed so bright before. If you don't want to take this offer, go into the 
life insurance business. " Many make $2,000 weekly." You can insure 
yourself, and die and get the money. There is certainly no denying that 
this summer is going to be a busy one for the seniors, if the signs are to be 
trusted. But there is a lot to be done before the summer opens, and THE 
STROLLER was recently assured of this fact by something that he overheard. 
These are the days of committee meetings, and long speeches on the proba-
bility of it raining on Glass Day, and numerous other weighty subjects. 
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THE STROLLER happened to be around the other day when the dramatics 
committee got together. For the benefit of those who do not know, THE 
STROLLER wishes to say that this committee has charge of the desecration 
and maltreatment of the Saturday evening before Commencement. The 
committee held its first meeting a few days ago, with surprising results. 
After long and deliberate consumption of tobacco, one member vouchsafed 
the information that" we'd have to give a show of some kind." This 
statement received well deserved applause, and silence again felt (No 
one injured, however). The committee then discussed the possibility of 
passing logic, and also the probable score of the Syracuse-Trinity game, if 
nine innings had been played. With this start the success of the senior 
dramatics seemed assured, and the meeting drifted apart. Now, this is 
just an example of how much work devolves upon the seniors before the 
beautiful summer is thrown open to them. Who can deny that a college 
training fits a man for the strenuous life? 
Of course there are plenty of others who have their troubles about this 
time. The chariot race from' 'Ben-There," as enacted on the campus every 
time the grass needs cutting, is an example of this. Then there is the agent 
of .the company who wants you to sell the great " portable bath-tub and 
life preserver combined," who is forever taking "just a few moments of 
your time, to show the merits of "our article." It certainly combines to 
make a thrilling spectacle. The contrast to winter is very marked. Then 
the only thing that happened was the snow sliding off the roof. Now we 
have the birds singing, the seniors putting in their last few weeks of rest, 
the freshmen trying to look a trifle dignified, the track team explaining 
how it was, the basket-ball m~nager trying to dig up a few old, moth-eaten 
subscriptions, and the regular bill collector looking for a man who is regis-
tered in the catalogue as a senior, but who is spoken of by his friends as 
having "been out of cqllege for six years now." But there will be two 
more occasions this year on which everything will be very quiet, when 
every heart will beat high with hope ( or the loss of it), when everyone 
will be deeply interested in what is going on. That will be when the 
Class Day assesiment is posted, and when ~he logic '' exam '' is held. 
PERSONALS 
[These columns are devoted to the Alumni, and the TABLET necessarily depends upon the 
,graduates for the items which here appear.] 
'84-EDWARD S. VAN ZILll: is the author of a short story entitled "Mid-
summer Madness,'' in the May number of Ainslee's Magazine. 
"'96-Married, in the Farmington Avenue Congregational Church, Hart-
ford, April 22, CARROLL CHARLES BEACH, M. D., and Miss Mary 
Bishop White. 
-Married, in Grace Church, Detroit, Mich., April 18, ALEXANDER 
KIMBALL GAGE and Miss Gertrude Mary Candler. 
"97-The Rev. HERBERT B. PULSIFER is assistant to the Rev. Dr. Ed-
munds at Grace Church, Newark, N. J. 
-How ARD B. PLIMPTON is secretary of the Hartford Alumni Associa-
tion. 
'98-JAMES LORD is in charge of the mission at Chester, Conn. 
·'02-EDwARD LORENZ is captain of the cross country team at M. I. T. 
EXCHANGES 
PERHAPS it is because the end of the college year is near at hand, or . 
because the weather is getting a little too pleasant for indoor: work, 
that we find the exchanges a little lacking in interest this month. There 
is the usual amount of fiction, the regular supply of poetry, and the custo-
mary special article in many of the magazines, but none of these seem to 
be up to the standard. Take the short story as it appears in our exchanges. 
The great trouble with many of them seems to be that the author worked 
hard on a plot, and very little on the expression of it. If amateur writers 
would get this idea out of their heads, and tell the thing just as it hap-
pened, description and plot would take care of itself. There is another 
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little failing that seems to be getting hold of one of our best exchanges. 
This is the Minnesota Magazine, which is starting on a career of illus-
trated stories. Now, this is greatly to the credit of an enterprising publica--
tion, but it seems to be going a little too far. Better pictures are often 
drawn in words than in color, and we think that college magazines should 
confine themselves to the former class. But, of course, we must not criti--
cise too freely, for, as the Touchstone says in its last issue, "God made 
the critic, and gave him nothing to do, but left him to his instinct." 
Perhaps our instinct has gone wrong this timo. 
The Williams Lit. has made a very readable story in the last issue-
" The Strivings of Simpkins." Otherwise the number is not as good as. 
usual. The Minnesota Magazine is resplendent in a brilliant cover, but 
the Massachusetts Tech. has outdone them this time. In fact cover designs. 
are getting to be better than the contents. We seem to be approaching a. 
period of "whited sepulchers." 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, 
NEW YORK CITY. 
The course covering four years begins during the first week in Octo her and continueg, 
until June. 
All the classes are divided into small sections for recitations, laboratory and clinical 
bedside instruction. 
Students are admitted to advanced standing after passing the requisite examin-
ations. 
The successful completion of the first year in any College or University recognized by 
the Regents of the State of New York as maintaining a satisfactory standard is. 
sufficient to satisfy the requirements for admission which have lately been raised. 
The annual announcement giving full particulars will be mailed on application. 
WM. M. POLK, M. D., LL.D., Dean, 
Cornell University Medical College, 
First Avenue, and 28th St., New York City. 
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"THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA." 
Incorporated 1819. 
Cash Capital, 
Cash Assets, 
Total Liabilities, . 
. $4,000,000.00 
. 14,949,520.98 
4,926,917.62 
Charter Perpetual. . 
Net Surplus, $6,022,603.36 
Surplus as to Policy Holders, 10,022,603.36 
Losses Paid in 84 Years, 93 ,642,582.42 
'W'~- B. CL.ARK, Preside:o.. t. 
W. H. KING, Secretary. 
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, C. J. IRVIN, A. N . WILLIAMS.Assistant Secretaries. 
WESTEll'N BRANCH, j 
413 Vine St., Cincinnati, 0. l KEELER & GALLAGHEll, Gen'l Agents. 
NoRTHWSSTEllN BllANCH, j WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'} Agent. 
Omaha, Neb. l W. P. HAR.FOllD, Ass't Gen'l Agent. 
PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal. { BoARDMAlf & SPENCE.R, } General Agents. 
INLAND MARINE DEPARTMENT. j CHICAGO, ILLS., 145 LaSalle St. BOSTON, «;5 Kilby St. l NEW Yo1uc, 52 Pine St. PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut St. 
HARTFORD 
THEOLOGICAL 
SEMINARY 
Hartford Theological Seminary, while care-
fully presening as the dominant aim a 
practical preparatien for the active pas-
torate, affords ample opportunity for as 
much 1pecialization as the student's indiv-
idual capacity or 11eed1 suggest. By a 
method of group electives, emphasis may 
be laid on work in any department. There 
are also special eourses In Mhlslons, Re, 
llgioas Pedagogy and Sociology. The Semi 
nary ii well equipped in every way, and 
la open to college graduate11 of all denomi-
nations on equal terms. 
.Apply to Professor M. W. Jacobus, 
Hart( ord, Conn. 
THE 
.LEtna National Bank 
OF HARTFORD. 
CAPITAL, 
$525,000.00 
SURPLUS A.ND PROFITS. 
$545,000.00 
DEPOSITS, 
$3,000,000.00 
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN STRBBT, 
JEtna Life building, next door to Public'.;Library. 
OFFICERS. 
A. SPENCER, JR., President. 
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President. 
W. D. MORGAN, Cashier 
DIRECTORS. 
HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY 
APPLETON R. HILLYER, JAMES B. CONE, 
MORGAN B. BRAINARD, 
ALFRED SPENCER, J1t. 
A.G. LOOMIS, W.R. C. CORSON. 
This bank offers to depositors every facility which 
their balances, business and responsibility warrant. 
Safe deposit boxes for rent. London draft, and 
letters of credit issued. 
Open an account with us. 
VIII THE TRINITY TABLET 
\onnecticut Ffre Insurance (ompan~, 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
Cash Capital, $1,000,000.00 Total Assets, 4,318,611.52 
Cash Capital, . . 
Reserve for Reinsurance, 
All Outstanding Claims, 
Net, Surplus, 
SUMMARY 
Total Assets, 
$r ,000,000.00 
2 ,03 I, 144. 70 
279,043.62 
1,008,423.20 
$4,318,611.52 
J. D. BROWNE, President. CHARLES R. BURT, Secretary. 
L. W. CbARKE, Ass't Secretary. 
W. E. BAKER & SON, Local Agents, 700 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 
PHOENIX FIRE INSURANCE CO. 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
STATEMENT, JANUARY 1, 
CASH CAPI'r AL, . . 
RESERVE FOR OUTSTANDING LOSSES, 
RESERVE FOR RE-INSURANCE, . . 
RESERVE FOR ALL OTHER CLAIMS A D LIABILITIES, 
NET SURPLUS, 
TOTAL ASSETS, JANUARY 11903, 
--D::CE.ECTOE.S.--
Charles M. Beach, Charles H. Smith, 
Pliny Jewell, Lyman B. Jewell, 
Henry A. Redfield, Henry C. Dwight, 
Henry K. Morgan, Ward W. Jacobs. 
190 3. 
$2,000,000.00 
396,429.60 
2,635,214.31 
128,045.00 
1,337,923.23 
$6,497,612.U 
D. W. C. Skilton, 
J. H. Mitchell, 
Charles H. Northam, 
D. W. C. SKILTON, President. J. H. MITCHELL, Vice-President. 
EoW.&.RD MILLIGAN, Secretary. _____ JOHN B. KNox, Assistant Secretary. 
DICKINSON, BEARDSLEY & BEARDSLEY, Local Agmts, 
OJ'nCD: 86 Pearl St. and 664 Kain St. 
THE TRINITY TAB LET 
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALUMNI. 
The Parsons Theatre Oaf e and Restaurq,nt, 
W. H. LATHROP, Proprietor. 
RAREBITS. GAME. OYSTERS. STEAKS AND CHOPS. PIEL BEER. 
Private Dining Rooms for Suppers. &@"" Special attention given to Banquets and Bachelor Dinners. 
THE NEAL, GoFF & INGLIS Co., 
976 to 986 Main Street) 
-SE.LL-
Furniture, Rugs, Pictures and Frames 
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS. 
Also COUCH COVERS AND PILLOWS, MATTRESSES, Etc . . 
THE CHARLES H. ELLIOTT CO. 
Works: 17th and Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. JOHN M. GALLUP & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
IX 
Commencement Invitations and Class Day Pianos, Organs, & Musical Merchandise Programs. 
CLASS AND FRATERNITY STATIONERY. 
~ Class ~nnuals and Artistic Printing. $ 
THE COLLEGE PHARMACY, 
173 Zion Street. 
MARSHALL J. BASNEY, . . Prop. 
All kinds of Drugs and Toilet and Fancy Articles. 
Also Soda, Cigars and Confectionery. 
'lhe New Hartford Opera House 
Popular Attractions at Popular Prices. 
~Commencing May 11th for Spring and Sum-
mer Season THE AUBREY STOCK CO., in New 
Plays each week. 
May 18, 19, 20. 11 Under Two Flags. " 
" 21, 22, 23. "For Love of a Woman." 
Bargain matinees, 1500 seats at 10 cents. 
Evening prices, 50c., 35c., 25c. and 10c. 
Entire First Balcony, 25 cents. 
Best Stock. Lowest Prices. 
201 ASYLUM ST., cor. Haynes, Hartford, Conn. 
GILLO TT ,s~:~ri~":.~i::: 604 E. F., 601 E. F. 
THE STANDARD PENS OF THE WORLD. 
Stub Polnts-1008, 1071, 1083. PENS For Vertical Writing• 1045 
(Verticular), 1~6 (VertJgraph), 
1047 (Multiscript), 1065, 1066, 1067. 
Court-House Serles-1064, 1065, 1066, and others. 
,1LLOTT'S PENS, 
THE MOST PERFECT 011' PENS, 
OAINEDTHE 
•ucRAND PRix,•• 
Paris Exposition, 1900. 
1'hJs '8 the BJghest Prize enr .A. war<locl &o p..._ 
.I. THE TRINITY TABLET 
The latest JI. JI' 
styles in JI. JI. JI. 
Dancing Pumps, Slippers, Gymnasium 
Shoes, Etc. We Invite Your Inspection. 
Special agentsf HANAN & SoN, New York. }Gentlemen's fine 
for \ · J. BANISTER Co., Newark. shoes. 
LARNED & HATCH, 945 nAIN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
There is really no use in my advertising here. 
Alumni and Undergraduates all known the 
"Trinity College Barber Shop," 
J. G. MARCH, Proprietor, 
ROOM 1 Entrances, 
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL 78S Main Street, 
BUILDING. 86 Pearl Street. 
Manufacturers and 
Dealers in • • • 
Hunter Trunk 
- and Bag Co. 
' Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases, and Travelers Supplies. 
Telephone. 162 Asylum Street, Hartford, Ct. 
kepairin&, 
Allyn House Block. 
Boston University Law School 
Isaac Rieb Hall, Asbburtoa Place. 
MEL Vll.,LE M. BIGELOW, Dean. 
Boston, Mass. 
Why don't you try 
JOHNSTONE, 
STUDIO: 45 Pratt Street, Hartford, Ct. 
PIEL BEER. 
SIMnONS & CO.'S 
$3.50 "Special" 
THAT's ALL. Shoes for nen. 
Tablet Bdvs. bong good results. 
CONNECTICUT TRUST AND SAFE 
DEPOSIT COMPANY, 
Corne-r nt Main and Pearl Streets. 
Capital, •soo,ooo. Surplus, •200,000. 
BANKING BUSINESS. 
Conducts a General Banking Business. Ac-
counts opened and Deposits received subject to 
check at sight. Accounts solicited. Also 
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT. 
The most capacious and impregnable in the 
City. 1000 safe boxes for rent at from $10 to 
$100 per annum, according to size. 
TRUST DEPARTMENT. 
Is authorized by its charter to act as Trustee 
for individuals and corporations, Executor or 
Administrator of estates, Guardian of minors, etc. 
Meirs H. Whaples, President. 
Henry S. Robinson, Secretary. 
John P. Wheeler, Treasurer. 
Hosmer P. Redfield, Ass't Trusurer 
GUS PILSNER. 
KOCH'S 
CAFE 
WELSH RAREBIT. 605 Main Street. LOBSTER. 
THE TRINITY TABLET X.J 
The Connecticut Mutual 
Life Insurance Company 
Bu received from its policy.holders since its organiza. 
tion in IS.6, ,216,751,123.,t ; it bas returned to them 
or their beneftciarie1 ,214,279,820.43, or 98.86%-, besides 
which it has in hand t65,i77,179.21 for the protection 
of those that remain. What it has returned and what 
it bolds equals 128.98% of what it bas received for 
premiums. Its expenses have been but 9.18% of its 
total income. 
It is the simple fact that no American company 
matches this record. And it is this record of the paat, 
the present maintenance of the conditions which made 
it pouible, and a financial condition of unusual sound-
ne• and 1trengtb, that we offer as the best possible 
guara!lteea of the future. 
------
JACOB L. GREENE, Prea'&. 
.IOU M. TAYLOR, V.-Pree'L 
BEHBERT H. WHITE, Sec'y, 
DAlUli:L B. WKLLS, Ac&uary. 
• • Photographer, • • 
R. S. PECK & CO., 
Printers and Engravers. 
College Printers. Mercantile Printen. 
Printers for· any one who uses nrst-clasa 
high grade wprk. 
26 and 28 HIGH STREET. 
HENRY ANTZ, 
Fl RST-CLASS 
3{air ~ressing 1\eem, 
27 "'Pearl Street, 3{ artford., [,onn . 
Established 1826. 
ROBBINS BROS., 
JI. Modern and Antique Furniture, ~ 
633 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
II !l'rall .S1,,,11 
.Harl/'ord, Con11. W C MASON & CO 
• • • 
Highest Awards in United States and Europe. 
College Work a Specialty 
CHAS. M. GAINES, Printer, 
66 State St., Hartford, Conn. 
~ ·. · ~ HARD AND SOFT WOOD i. ·.; 
--COAL--
Belt Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna. 
Office : 746 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 
-AT THE-
Farmington Avenue Market, 0:,~L~E 
You can find the choicest stocks to select from. 
Meats, Groceries, Fruits, Vegetables, 
Teas and Coffees. 
Branch Store, 
Madlaon:ri~~'ld i~reet. A. c. ROSE. 
Excellent Oriental 
and Domestic 
Furnishings 
for College Rooms. 
.UI THE TRINITY TABLET 
Oldest Accident Compan:, in America. 
Laqeat e.nd Strongeat in the World. ~ 
THE TRAVELERS 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
Paid over 378,000 accident 
claims for over z 7 Million 
Dollars since 1863. 
Claims paid to I in 8 el its 
three Million Policy Holders. 
·Life Insurance. 
THE TRAVELERS Life Policies 
are the only ones guaranteed as 
to net cost. 
Security, Simplicity and Liberality. 
IIOHAT '• ALLYN, PIIOP', 
JOHN J. DAHILL, MANA~ 
AMERICAN AND 
EUROPEAN PLANS. 
Located in the busi-
ness center, corner of 
Asylum and Trumbull 
Streets. Electric cars 
pass the door every 
two minutes. Hotel 
Electric Bus meets all 
trains. 
American Plan, $3.50 
to $5 per day. Euro-
pean Plan, $1.50 to $3 
per day. 
-
TOijl\CCO JJ\ll_S 
AND 
1\SH Tll_J\ YS Decorated with 
Fraternity Emblems 
at Ftallk drygiet'~ digat $tote, 
248 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn . 
• • . TI-IB ••• 
AETNA INDEMNITY 
Company. 
BONDS and UNDERTAKINGS. 
Home Offic~ 650 Main St., Hartford, Ct. 
HA~TPO~D DECORATING CO., 
177 Asylum Street, Ha.rtford, Conn, 
Decorations for Fairs, Balls, Festivals, and Public 
Celebrations. Flags, Bunting, Etc. U. S. Bunting 
Flags. · 
Get Our Prices. J. ALEX. McCLUNIE. 
THOMAS J. SINNOTT, 
Practical Plumber and Gasfittcr 
Steam and Hot Water Heating. 
Estimates furnished on application. 
248 PARK STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
Telephone Call 428--6. 
THE 
Empire Steam Laundry 
-ISA.-
GOOD WORX LAUNDRY a.nd a. QUICX WORX LAUNDRY 
l\gcncy at Trinity College Store. 
W. E. FANNING, Proprietor. 
Office, 32 Pratt Street. 
Works, 286, 288, 290 and 292 Sheldon Street. 
::v!';:+:i:ra.v~ oF Housonota Goods 
Go to 
Bl LL BROTHERS, 
46 ANN STREET. 
THE TRINITY TABLET Xlll 
THE CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD COMPANY, 
PRINTERS AND BINDERS, BOOK and 10B PRIN_TING .•• 
PEARL AND TRUMBULL STREETS, HARTFORD, CONN. 
Largest Facilities. Prompt Service. Correct Pricea. 
JOHN McGEE, 
HAIR DRESSING SALOON, 
No. 3 As:,,lum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
ONE DOOH FROM HAIN STREET. 
ANYTHING YOU WANT 
THAT A DRUG STORE 
SHOULD HA VE YOU 
WILL FIND AT THE 
MARWICK DRUG STORES, 
C ~ Nfain and Asylum and 
orner l Asylum and Ford Sts. 
AT ALL TIMES 
MAKE Us YouR CONVENIENCE. 
Hart£ ord Trust 
Company, ~ord, Cow,. 
Organiud October, 1868. 
CAPITAL, 
SURPLUS, 
. $300,000 
200,000 
Conducts a General Banking, Trust and Safe 
Deposit Business. 
Accounts of individuals, firms, corporations 
and banks invited. 
RALtififs. ~r1:'~16lfyt1;e~1~~~~resldent. 
FRANK C. SUMN ER. Treasurer. 
CJJAS. M. STARKWKATHER, Supt. Safe Deposit Dept. 
A.. B. BDRBtAN, 
Dealer in New and Second-Hand Clothing, 
Boots and Shoes,-Also Bought and Sold. 
l60 Front Street, Hartford, Conn. 
PAYING HIGHEIT CA.SH PRICES FOR WHATEVER CA.ST-OF!' 
CLOTHING YOU MAY HA VE TO DISPOSE OF. 
trDrop mo • Poetal gh1n« your ad.dre11 and I wm call on 1ou . ...a 
Made as well 
as any $5 
or $6 Shoes. 
Fit as well u 
any .custom 
made Shoes. 
· _3. "REGAL" t_ ~ ~ $3.50 SHOES 
They'll win you at sight. 
dltalll 0etli11 & Sl\augl11le~~Y, 
SOLE AGENTS~ 
- -DECORATORS 
And Dealer• In 
Metal Ceilings, W 
Wall Papers. W 
Paints.w w w 
Artists' Materials, 
Kodaks. W W 
Photographic and 
Pyrographic W W 
Outfits, and • w 
Modela for W • 
Wood Burning. W 
1ne Bonner-Preston Go. 
843 Main Street, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
STUDIO, 1039 MAIN STREET. 
F. M.. Johnson, 
~~i,~ ~,ft,okXJ,z,a-p,ft,e,,r,, 
/039 '17/aln 31., .Hartl'ord., Co1111, 
GROTJP WORK A SPECIALTY 
XIV THE T:RINITY TABLET 
College Men Wanted. 
-----~ 
OLLEGE MEN arc greatly interested 
in the work of HAPGOODS, of 309 
Broadway, New York,-a concern 
which makes a business of finding _right men 
for right places and right places for right men. 
It has many calls for young college men and 
i1 anxious to get in touch with all members 
of the class of 1903 who wish to enter com-
mercial or technical work. A postal card 
request will bring plan and booklet promptly. 
CHAS. £. BARRETT, 
DENTIST. 
26 State Street, Hutford, Conn. 
Plimpton 
Mfg. Co. Hartford, Conn. 
Printers and Engravers, 
Collere Stationery a Specialty. 
FREDERICK WESSEL. J. B. STANDISH. 
The HARTFORD ENORAVINO Co. 
PHOTO-ENCRAVERS. 
• auH OF mu: HALF TONE AND LINE PRINTING PLATES. 
66 STATE STREET, (Courant Building,) HARTFORD, CONN. 
The 
New York 
Hommopathic 
Medical College 
Most complete Medical Course. 
Largest Clinical Facilities (1200 Beds). 
Greatest opportunity for Hospital Appointment. 
For Announcement address : 
GEORGE WATSON ROBBRTS1 M.D., Sec'y, 
170 Central Park Soutn, N. Y. City. 
W I LLIAM HARVE Y KING, M.D., l.,L ,D., Dean. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
LAW SCHOOL 
Opens on the first Wednesday in October. Three 
Years' Course leading to LL. B. degree. College grad-
uates receive the degree of Baehd.or of J~nu 
at the end of three years, and may receive that of 
Masur of Jurutpt'Udenu at the same time by pursuing 
specia1 courses in ,1) Jurisprudence ; (2) International 
Law, International Arbitration, Diplomacy and Con-
sular Service; (3) Spanish Institutions and the 
Spanish Code; (() The Commercial Code of Germany 
or France; (6) Roman Law. For College Graduates 
one hundred Scholarships of Fifty Dollars each. Ad-
dresa Dean MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, Ashburton 
Place, Boston. 
BESSE'S ICE CREAM 
Same high standard is maintained year after year. 
Nothing to surpass it-nothing to equal it. Catering 
for wedding parties and receptions a specialty. 
J?. ~ J. BESSE~ 
Boston, 
167 Tremont St. 
The 
761 Main Street, 
'Phone 1-124.. 
New Method Laundry 
Corporation, 
36 to 44 ELM STREET, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
ARTHUR JOHNSON 
& COMPANY, 
55 West 42d Street, N. Y. 
OUTFITTERS TO THB 
STUDENT ATHLETE. 
Base Ball, Golf, Tennis, Track and F1eld Supplies. 
Jriir'Orders gt'ven to GEO. B. VELTE 
wi'll receive prompt attentt.'on. 
.'fH8: TRINI'rY TABL8'f. 
WE LIGH'J~ THE -- TOWN. 
The Hartford Electric LigQt Company has connected· with its 
Electrical Service over 83,000 'Incandescent Lamps, or-one light ' 
for every man, woman and child in Hartford. Tl1 is Company 
furnishes over 1700 ~re Lights for co~mercial und public 
service, besi~es supplying about 4,000 H. P. to manufacturers 
fpr the operation of their· plants. There is still room for more. 
THE HARTFORD ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. 
PLUJHBING 
ef your home placed in sanitary condition by 
: : : : LICENSED PLUMBERS:::: 
N. B. BULL & SON, 
lltabliehed UIM. 345 A.sylum Street l't]ephone 1019-6, · • • 
JOHN COOMBS, 
FLORIST, 
688 Main St., Hartford, Ct. 
JI. ti. Spalding 
~ Bros. 
Larrest Makers in the World of 
Official Athletic Supplies 
Base Ball Field Hockey 
Lawn Tennis Golf 
Official Athletic Implements 
!pald1nr·a Catalogue of Athletic Sport11 Malled Free 
to any Addre11 
A. C. SPALDINC &. BROS. 
1'ew York Ch1caeo Denver Ruff11.Jo Ba.lt1more 
The Rice &. Baldwin Electtic Co. , 
llectrical Engineer• and Contra.ctora and SuppliH, 
Specifications and Estimates Furnished, 
214 PEARL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 
Hartford Apron and Towel 
Su.pp1.y Co::x:o..pa.:n.-y-, 
32 PRATT STREET, 
JOSEPH H. OOWEN, Manager. 
Massa.soi± fioose, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
American and European Plans. 
WM. H. CHAPIN, Proprietor. 
N. J. Goodwin, M. D. S. 
DENTAL ROOMS, 
753 Main Street, He.rtfar~, Cann., 
36 Pearl Strut, after Jan. J, J903. 
TABLET ADVERTISEMENTS 
BRING GOOD RESULTS 
SEDGWICK l':J CASEY,---._. 
DEALERS IN HIGH GRADB 
PIANOS ,~ ORGANS, 
Music and Musical Merchandise of every description. 
Tnnlnc and ReJ)6lrlncdona 1f ABBBOOMS : 
b7 hparlenced Workmen. 139-141 Asylum St,1 HARTFORD, CONN, 
THB · TRINITY TABLET. 
D. A. SPEAR, FL0RIS_tf · 
Choice Flo~ers a ~pecialty t 
242 Asylum Street, . . Hartford, . Conn. 
JationaI Fire lnsnranoo Gomvanu, 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
Capital, $1,000,000. Assets, $4,851.789.34. 
DIRECTORS. 
Homer Blanchard, John R. Buck, Chas. H. Briscoe. 
William B. Franklin, Henry C. Judd, Falph H. Ensign, 
1''rank W. Cheney, Francis T. Maxwell, J. 1\,1, Allen, 
Jame~ Nichols, Byron A. Simmons, Jas. P. Taylor. 
JAMES NICHOLS, PRESIDENT. 
B. R. STILLMAN, Sec'y. H. A. SMITH, Ass't Sec'y. 
HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP, 
34 Mulberry Street, 
HARTFORD CONN. 
J. CouLET, Prop'r. 
W el!)bach Lights, 
Portable Stands, Tubing, 
:Mantels, Chimneys, 
everything. 
GREEN 7 S, 
No. 24 STATE STRET, 
(U.S. Hotel Bldg.) 
Telephone 142-12 
Opfln evenings. 
U-NEED-US WHEN YOU 
., . 
t 826-t 902 . 
The Connecticut R.iver 
Bankin·g Company, 
South Corner Main and Pearl Streets, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
ALL BANKING FACILITIF.S. 
Small accounts have 
careful attention. 
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS RECORD. 
SAMUELL. ELMORE, President. 
H. W. ERVING, Cashier. 
H.J. MAERCKLEIN, Ass't. Cashier. 
~r !:ri~ "Helmet Coffee." 
The E. S. KIBBE COMPANY, 
Wholesale Grocers, 
149-155 State St., Hartford, Conn. 
JESSE N. LINI~, 
.;I, MAKER OF .;I, 
•••• Beets aad. Skees. 
REPAIRING NEATLY DONE. 
RUBBER HEELS PUT ,ON. 
4 Kinsley St., HARTFORD, CoNN. 
ENTERTAIN OR CELEBRATE.,.,-........ 111111118......-
We supply the best, the most complete up-to-date ideas in 
DECORATIONS, ILLUMINATIONS, ELECT~IC DISPLAYS, CANOPIES. 
FLOOR CRASHES 
for Dancing, Dinner Parties, Weddings, Balls, Receptions .. 
Write or call on us and get our ideas and prices for this kind of work before placing your orders elsewhere. 
We are the best equipped, have the largest stock and most competent .workmen in New England. 
The ONLY Flag Manufacturers in the City., 
College Flags a Specialty. 
~ 
S11\'IONS & FOX, " " " " " 240 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
THE TRINITY TABLET : ·xvu 
"lf"rt'nt't\-1 . ~[ai, ~ ~n scvc~al rli~crent new designs ... You woul? make n? niiatake 
\J.(' l;. JJ tJ~ 1t1 buymg one of these flags for a Chnstmas Gift. · 
J~: F.· MOR.AN, Tti·e Gentleman-'s ·dutt"itter, 
T. SISSON & CO., 
729 Main Street, 
OFFER A GREAT VARIETY OF 
SOAPS FOR TOILET .AND BATH. 
Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes. 
Urtnit}] Stut>ents alwa}]s ~atront3e 
\tablet Bt>"erttsers. 
Moral: Advertise in THE TRINITY TABLET. 
1Rew !Dom botel 
Connecticut's Second Largest Commercial Hotel. 
Rates, $2.50 and Upwards per Day. 
American Plan 
LOCATED IN -CENTRE OF BUSINESS CENTRE. 
COR. CHURCH AND TRUMBULL STREETS. 
GEO. R. HODGDON, Propr. 
J. D. SJ::IEA, Mgr. HARTFORD, CONN. 
1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
-Fashionable Engraving 
"'1::':'!!1----"--" n .... Stationery 
869 MAIN STREET. · 
tF°FORTS 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Orations addresses, es-
says, vaI;iictories, salu-
tatories, class poems, ivy 
poems1-class 11!,0ttoes, 
after-dinner speeches, 
flag-days, national holi- . 
days, class-day exercises. 
Models for every possible 
occasion in high-school 
and college career ; each 
and every"effort" being 
what some fellow has 
• 'stood on kis feet" and 
actually oelivered on a 
similar occasion. 
Price, $1.50 Postpaid. 
Cloth-640 Pages, 
IDNDS & NOBLE 
-4-5-6-12-.13-14 Cooper Institute, N. Y. City 
Sckooloooks of all puoliskers ai-, star,. 
GENTLEMEN 
WHO DRESS FOR STYLE 
NEATNES~ANDCOMFORT 
WEAR THE IMPROVED 
BOSTON 
·.~GARTER 
THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD 
-:mlThe Name is , .. -.-Jv 
atampod on every .!)fV'r 
T~:; L:ti CUSHION iv' .. ,· BUTTON 
CLASP 
LIES FLAT T01THE LEG-NEVER 
SLIPS, TEARS NOR. UNFASTENS 
Sample pair, Silk 60c., Cotton 26c. 
Mailed on receipt of price. 
GEO. FROST CO., ll1ktr1, 
Boaton, • 111., U.S. A. 
ALWAYS EASY 
XVIII THB TRINITY TABLET-· 
The Largest and · Fin~st PHOTOGRAPII of TRINITY 
CO.LLEGE ever made. 18 by 40 inches. $10.00 
American· Panoramic View Company, 926 Main Street, Hartford, Conn 
P. H . BRA.DIN, Trinity College Agent. 
TRINITY COLLEGE, - . 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Trinity College, under the name of Washington College, received its charter in 1823. The present namt 
wu adopted in 1845. Its chief founder was the Right Rev. Thomas Church Brownell, Bishop of Connecticut. 
Establi1hed by Episcopalians and administered in sympathy with their tenets, it is not a Church institution 
in the sense of being directed by the Church. Inthc breadth with which its advantages arc placed at the service 
of those of every creed, it is enti tied to be called non-sectarian. 
Formerly on the site of the present State Capitol, it was transferred in 1878 to new buildings in tbt 
aouthwcstern part of the city. The principal of these in the English Secular Gothic style, 653 feet long, includ-
. ing Jarvis and Seabury Halls and Northam Towers, is one of the most imposing and admirably fitted educa-
tional edifices in the United States. It is intended to form the west side of a great quadrangle. Outside of 
the lines of this quadrangle on the south, are the Observatory, the Boardman Hall of Natural History, and 
the Jarvis Laboratories for Chemistry and for Physics. To the north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the 
President and Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. Below the College Campus to the .cast, 
and within three minutes' walk, is the spacious Athletic field. In beauty of situation, healthful conditions of 
life, and equipment for its special work, the Colle~e is not surpassed. 
The College has distinct courses of four years m Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letters. 
The Faculty includes thirteen professors, seven instructors, five lecturers, a librarian and a medical director. 
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses, there is scarcely a single important subject for 
which adequate provision is not made. 
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue the whole studies of any course arc allowed u 
Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving certificates of satisfactory work. 
The Library contains 42,648 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni arc making possible a rapid 
addition to its resources. A new Reference Reading Room Lighted at night by electricity is open not only 
during the day, but also five evenings of the week 
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most advanced work. 
The new Hall of Natural History contains Biological Laboratories provided with the most modern apph-
ancee. 
There are fifty scholarships for the aid of necessitous students. The three Holland Scholarships yielding 
each $600 per annum, arc awarded to the three best students in the three lower classes respectively. The 
Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in the interest of higher graduate study. Pri1.es to 
the amount of $500 are also a warded to undergraduates for success in the work of the various department•. 
Two examinations for admission are held at the college in each year, the first on the three days followin1 
the Annual Commencement, and the second in September, immediately before the beginning of the Christmu 
Term. 
For Catalogues, Examination Papers, or information, apply to the President or to the Secretary of the 
Faculty. 
11-15 MAIN STREET, 
J. J. SEINSOTH, 
• a e OPPOSITE BARNARD PARK. 
The Nearest First-Claes 
"DRUC STORE" 
to Trinity Co l.lege. 
CA.LL AND SEE JAKE'S BIRDS. 
EVERY THING TO BE FOUND 
IN A :14'1R8T-CLASB DRUG STORI. 
THE TRINITY TABLET XIX 
Carpets, Rugs and Mats, 
TAPESTRY, PORTIERES, 
AND COUCH COVERS, 
In Oriental effects, at Moderate Prices 
The days of life's sweetest 
memories are the good old 
college days. MOGUL Cigar-
ettes figure largely in retro-
spection, They leave sweet 
mem 'ries of a smoke. Ah ! 
don't you remember the MO-
GULS, dear pal? Yours for 
all the time. 
Ten for 15c. 
Plain and Cork Tip. 
ClO 
a>ta.Girnts should pa.troni~e ~a.blet a.dvertisus 
THE LATHROP COMPANY, 
IMPORTERS. 
WINES, LIQUORS, OLIVE OIL, AND CICARS. 
BEST GOODS ONLY. PRICES REASONABLE. 
PHONE 1133. 314-318 ASYLUM STREET. 
No. St Farmington Avenue, 
Adjoining Farmington Av. Hotel, 
Telephone Call, 1318. HARTFORD, CoKX. 
Jlartforrf woven WifD roattross Go. THOMAS OAKES & SoN,4 ~ U I\ u u ~Iumbing, beating, anb 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Steei and Brass Trimmed Steel Bedsteads and Cribs, 
Woven Wire and Link Mattresses, 
Hospital and Institution Bedsteads, 
Asceptic Furniture, including Tables, Cabinets, Operat-
~ Tables, Bedside Tables, Sterilizing Apparatus and 
Instrument Cases. 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF 
ROBERTS'PATENT ADJUSTABLE CAR SEATS 
J8Iectrical <tontractora. 
Repair Work 
a Specialty. 
11 Haynes Street, 
Hartford, Conn. 
' ON DIAMONDS. WATQfES, ETC. 
AT THE LOWEST RATES OF INTEREST. 
AN OLD ESTAIWSHtD CONURN TO DIAL WITH. 
· COLLATERAi.. LOAN CO. 
OPEN EVENINGS. . 71 ASYLUM ST. 
xx THE TRINITY TABLET 
f arsons' fuhea.fre. 
May 18. Week. "Ben Hur." 
The theatrical event of the season at Parsons 
Theatre is the pro:luction of" Ben Hur," the drama-
tized version of General Lew Wallace's story, under 
the direction of Klaw & Erlanger. There are to be 
six evening performaces and matinees Wednesday and 
Saturday afternoons. The curtain rises promptly at 
2 and 8 o'clock. It is ·important that all be seated at 
opening hour as late comers will not be seated until 
after close of initial tableaux. 
May 29. Richard Mansfield, in "Julius Caesar." 
June 2. Kyrle Bellew and Eleanor Robson with 
star cast in "Romeo and Juliet." 
DR. WILLIAM G. DOWNES, 
DENTIST, 
OFFICE HOURS: 
9 to 12, 1:30 to 5. 
89 Pratt Street, 
Hartford, Conn. 
~u, FALL WOOLENS Gen::::n's 
Are now ready. 
Give us your order at once for a 
FALL SUIT AND OVERCOAT. 
Full dress suits 
for rent. Gemmill, Burnham & Co. 
BROOKS BROS., 
BROADWAY, Cor. 22nd STREET, 
NEW YORK. 
SHIRTS READY MADE AND 
TO MEASURE. 
Zephyrs NOVELTIES Tussah 
Rayees IN GREYS Pongee AND SOLID 
Madras COLORS and 
Cheviots STRIPES Spun Silks 
Plain and CHECKS Superior AND SMALL 
Twilled FIGURES Linens 
Calcutta for 
Flannels Dress Wear 
Stiff and soft bosom, large or small tucks. 
I 
PRICE-LIST MAILED UPON 
I APPLICATION. 
Drag &fore -W ~nts 
ATTENDED TO. 
CHARLES A. RAPEL YE, 
853 MAIN STREET. 
Maillard's, Allegretti's and Lowney' 
Candies, Roger & Gallet Perfumes. 
Toilet Goods of E very Description. 
HOT AND COLD SODA. ICE CREAM SODA 
ALL THE YEAR. Ill liJ Iii Ill 
WE CARRY A VERY COMPLETE LJNE OF 
HIGH-GRADE GROCERIES. 
At all times we give careful service and personal 
attention. 
H. GRISWOLD, 547 Main Street. 
Leading Styles. Popular Prices. 
P. H. BILLINGS, 
High Class Tailoring, 
H Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
9/. .9.1. -f wlll maia, you lht1 .7'n,st 
Sult or 011t1rcoal in lht1 City /'or ./25. 00 
A L L 
KINDS 
- 'II -
COLLEGE 
PRINTING 
CLARK 
- {:J -
S MITH 
Printers 
49 Pear I Street 
HARTFORD 
Connecticut 
G O O D 
WORK 
• 
Clark & Smlth, Prlnter1, Phoenix Mutual Lite Bulldlni, f9 Pearl St., Hartford 
